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Abstract. This document describes a simple complementarity model formulated in GAMS.

1. Oligopolistic producer behavior
An oligopoly is a situation where there are a limited number of suppliers. As
a result the behavior of a single supplier has impact on the price. One could say
that an oligopoly lies somewhere between the extremes formed by a monopolistic
environment and the case of perfect competition [5].
Assume there are m firms, each with the following production cost function [3, 1]:
(1)

fi (qi ) = ci qi +

βi
−1/βi (βi +1)/βi
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qi
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where qi is the production volume1. Furthermore assume a demand price function
or inverse demand function of the form:
p(Q) = 50001/1.1 Q−1/1.1 = AQ−1/1.1
(2)

Q=

m
X

qi

i=1

I.e. the price depends on the total production.
Each producer will try to maximize it’s profit defined by
u(qi ) = p(Q)qi − fi (qi )

(3)

The optimality conditions can be stated as follows:
u0 (qi ) ≤ 0 ⊥ qi ≥ 0

(4)
where

∂u(qi )
∂qi
= p(Q) + qi p0i (Q) − fi0 (qi )
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qi
= p + qi −
Q
− ci −
1.1
Ki

u0 (qi ) =
(5)
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1[1] contains a typographical error in the specification of this function
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Figure 1. Production cost function for firm i = 1
P
To simplify the model we use auxiliary equations to calculate Q = i qi and p =
p(Q), resulting in the complete model:

 1/βi

qi
A −2.1/1.1
p + qi −
Q
− ci −
≤ 0 ⊥ qi ≥ 0
1.1
Ki
X
(6)
Q=
q ⊥ Q free
i

i

p = p(Q) ⊥ p free
This is a non-linear complementarity model, which can be conveniently solved
in GAMS. Several assumptions need to be made, listed in [2]:
• p(Q) is non-negative and decreasing for Q ≥ 0
• Qp(Q) is a proper concave function for Q ≥ 0
• fi are positive, convex and increasing
• There is a q̄i ≥ 0 such that q̄i p(q̄i ) − fi (q̄i ) < 0
2. Model oligopoly.gms
2

This model is similar to the model oligomcp.gms in the GAMS model library.
$ontext
Oligopolistic producer behavior

2http://www.amsterdamoptimization.com/models/micro/oligopoly.gms
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Figure 2. Inverse demand function p(Q) = 50001/1.1 Q−1/1.1
Erwin Kalvelagen, december 2001.
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$offtext
set i ’firms’ /firm1*firm5/;
table data(i,*) ’production cost function paramaters’
c
K
beta
firm1
10
5
1.2
firm2
8
5
1.1
firm3
6
5
1.0
firm4
4
5
0.9
firm5
2
5
0.8
;
parameter c(i),K(i),beta(i);
c(i) = data(i,’c’);
K(i) = data(i,’K’);
beta(i) = data(i,’beta’);
scalar A ’constant in demand function’;
A = 5000**(1/1.1);
variables
q(i)
p
tq

’quantities produced’
’demand price’
’total q’
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;
positive variables q;
equations
equilibrium(i)
demand_function
summation
;

’auxiliary equation’
’auxiliary equation’

* production cost function:
* f(i) =e=
*
c(i)*q(i) + [beta(i)/(beta(i)+1)]*[K(i)**(-1/beta(i))]*[q(i)**((beta(i)+1)/beta(i))];

summation..
tq =e= sum(i,q(i));
demand_function..
p =e= A*[tq**(-1/1.1)];
equilibrium(i)..
0 =g= p + q(i)*[A*(-1/1.1)*tq**(-2.1/1.1)]
-c(i)-(q(i)/K(i))**(1/beta(i));

*
* initial values
*
q.l(i) = 10;
tq.l = sum(i,q.l(i));
p.l = A*[tq.l**(-1/1.1)];
option mcp=path;
model oligopoly /demand_function.p, equilibrium.q, summation.tq/;
solve oligopoly using mcp;

This problem can also be conveniently formulated as a Variational Inequality
model [2, 4]: find x ≥ 0 such that
hF (x), z − xi ≥ 0 for all z ≥ 0

(7)

Fi (q) = − [p(Q) + qi p0 (Q) − c0i (qi )]

Formulating this
P model as an optimization model is not trivial [3]. The model
that maximizes i u(qi ) is certainly not appropriate. It would describe the monopolistic situation when the firms are merged. We can compare the results for this
situation and the model above as follows.
3. Model oligopoly2.gms
3
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$offtext
set i ’firms’ /firm1*firm5/;
table data(i,*) ’production cost function paramaters’
c
K
beta
firm1
10
5
1.2
firm2
8
5
1.1
firm3
6
5
1.0
firm4
4
5
0.9
firm5
2
5
0.8
;
parameter c(i),K(i),beta(i);
c(i) = data(i,’c’);
K(i) = data(i,’K’);
beta(i) = data(i,’beta’);
scalar A ’constant in demand function’;
A = 5000**(1/1.1);
variables
q(i)
’quantities produced’
p
’demand price’
tq
’total q’
;
positive variables q;
equations
equilibrium(i)
demand_function
summation
;

’auxiliary equation’
’auxiliary equation’

* production cost function:
* f(i) =e=
*
c(i)*q(i) + [beta(i)/(beta(i)+1)]*[K(i)**(-1/beta(i))]*[q(i)**((beta(i)+1)/beta(i))];

summation..
tq =e= sum(i,q(i));
demand_function..
p =e= A*[tq**(-1/1.1)];
equilibrium(i)..
0 =g= p + q(i)*[A*(-1/1.1)*tq**(-2.1/1.1)]
-c(i)-(q(i)/K(i))**(1/beta(i));

*
* initial values
*
q.l(i) = 10;
tq.l = sum(i,q.l(i));
p.l = A*[tq.l**(-1/1.1)];
option mcp=path;
model oligopoly /demand_function.p, equilibrium.q, summation.tq/;
solve oligopoly using mcp;

*------------------------------------------------------------------* now formulate the situation where the firms are merged and a
* single large monopoly is formed.
*------------------------------------------------------------------equations
objective
profit_function(i)
cost_function(i)
;

’monopolistic objective’
’calculate profit for each firm’
’calculate cost for each firm’
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variables
obj
u(i)
f(i)
;

’objective variable’
’utility: profit’
’cost’

objective.. obj =e= sum(i,u(i));
profit_function(i).. u(i) =e= p*q(i) - f(i);
cost_function(i).. f(i) =e= c(i)*q(i) +
[beta(i)/(beta(i)+1)]*[K(i)**(-1/beta(i))]*[q(i)**((beta(i)+1)/beta(i))];
model monopoly /objective,profit_function,cost_function,summation,demand_function/;
solve monopoly maximizing obj using nlp;

oligopoly monopoly
18.3
80.3
36.9
0
41.8
0
43.7
6.5
42.7
14.7
39.2
19.0
qi
204.3
40.1
Table 1. Results comparing oligopoly and monopoly
p
q1
q2
q3
q4
qP
5

The results comparing the oligopolistic situation with a profit maximizing monopolist are shown in table 1. Both the prices and quantities show the expected
patterns reflecting how the firms behave.
The natural formulation of this problem as an MCP model illustrates the popularity of MCP solvers under economists.
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